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	Beginning Android 4 (Beginning Apress), 9781430239840 (1430239840), Apress, 2011

	Android is everywhere. Phones. Tablets. TVs and set-top boxes powered by Google TV. Soon, Android will be in cars, in in-flight entertainment systems on planes, and even in


	robots!




	However, the general theme of Android devices will be smaller screens and/or no

	hardware keyboard. And, by the numbers, Android will probably be associated mostly

	with smartphones for the foreseeable future. For developers, this has both benefits and

	drawbacks, as described next. This chapter also describes the main components in an

	Android application and the Android features that you can exploit when developing your

	applications.

	Beginning Android 4 is an update to Beginning Android 3, originally written by Mark Murphy. It is your first step on the path to creating marketable apps for the burgeoning Android Market, Amazon's Android Appstore, and more. Google’s Android operating-system has taken the industry by storm, going from its humble beginnings as a smartphone operating system to its current status as a platform for apps that run across a gamut of devices from phones to tablets to netbooks to televisions, and the list is sure to grow.

	

	Smart developers are not sitting idly by in the stands, but are jumping into the game of creating innovative and salable applications for this fast-growing, mobile- and consumer-device platform. If you’re not in the game yet, now is your chance!

	

	Beginning Android 4 is fresh with details on the latest iteration of the Android platform. Begin at the beginning by installing the tools and compiling a skeleton app. Move through creating layouts, employing widgets, taking user input, and giving back results. Soon you’ll be creating innovative applications involving multi-touch, multi-tasking, location-based feature sets using GPS.

	

	You’ll be drawing data live from the Internet using web services and delighting your customers with life-enhancing apps. Not since the PC era first began has there been this much opportunity for the common developer. What are you waiting for? Grab your copy of Beginning Android 4 and get started!


	What you’ll learn

	
		Develop Java-based mobile applications and games for a wide range of phones and devices.
	
		Create user interfaces using WebKit and the Android widget framework.
	
		Build location- and map-based applications drawing on live feeds over the Internet.
	
		Incorporate activities, services, content providers, and broadcast receivers into your applications.
	
		Support multiple Android versions, multiple screen sizes, and other device-specific characteristics.
	
		Build and experience the array of new WebM video and other multimedia APIs for Android and more.



	Who this book is for


	Beginning Android 4 is aimed at programmers new to Android application development who desire to create marketable applications for the burgeoning market of smartphone, tablet, and other Android device users.
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100% Photoshop: Create stunning artwork without using any photographsFocal Press, 2010

	Photoshop is the world’s best-known, best-loved and just downright best photographic
	manipulation application. It’s used by retouchers, fine artists, graphic designers,
	photographers, and everyone who works with images in any form.


	But there’s another side to Photoshop. In my work as an illustrator for...


		

First-Order Dynamic Logic (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 1979

	This is a research monograph intended primarily for those researchers in
	Theoretical Computer Science interested in the areas of logics of programs,
	programming language semantics and program verification. It is also aimed at
	mathematically-inclined researchers in Logic, Linguistics and Philosophy,
	interested in a well-motivated...


		

Grid Middleware and Services: Challenges and SolutionsSpringer, 2008
Grid Middleware and Services: Challenges and Solutions is the eighth volume of the CoreGRID series. The CoreGrid Proceedings is the premiere European event on Grid Computing. This book aims to strengthen and advance scientific and technological excellence in the area of Grid Computing. The main focus in this volume is on Grid...




	

Understanding Cosmetic Laser Surgery (Understanding Health and Sickness Series)University Press of Mississippi, 2004


	Sunlight and gravity cause facial aging. Lasers enable safe and predictable resurfacing to smooth facial wrinkles as well as surgery to remove aging tissue from eyelids while minimizing bruising. Lasers can also eliminate excess blood vessels and unwanted hair, and erase tattoos without...


		

Sams Teach Yourself iPad 2 in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	The iPad 2 and the original iPad, taken together, are the biggest thing to
	hit computing in years. Drawing on the best of Apple’s iPhone and iPod
	touch products, and Apple’s Macintosh personal computers, while introducing
	a whole new way of seeing and interacting with information, the
	two new devices have grabbed the...


		

Neural Development and Stem Cells (Contemporary Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	Developing the second edition of Neural Development and Stem Cells was necessitated

	by the rapid increase in our knowledge of the development of the nervous system.

	It has become increasingly clear that stem cells are a heterogeneous population that

	changes extensively during development. Perhaps the most important advance in our...
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